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Cabinet and
Gabinet
Committee
Business
during the
Summer
Recess.

1. The Lord President
recalled that in J u n e the Prime
Minister had circulated a note ( C P . (46) 251) proposing that during
the six weeks from the 5th August to the 16th September there
should be no meetings of the Standing Ministerial Committees of
the Cabinet and that the Cabinet itself should meet as rarely as
possible. I t seemed clear that there would have to be at least one
Cabinet meeting in the week beginning the 5th August and it was
proposed to hold this meeting on the 7th August at 11 a.m. Only
those Ministers in London or within reasonable distance from i t
would be expected to attend this or any subsequent meetings of the
Cabinet during the Recess. Subsequent meetings would normally
be held on Wednesday mornings and the Cabinet Secretariat would
try to let Ministers' Private Secretaries know by Monday morning
at latest, and if possible before the week-end, whether a Cabinet was
to be held in any given week. Every endeavour would be made to
avoid meetings of Cabinet Committees and, unless in special circum
stances, any urgent business for such Committees would be taken
by the Cabinet.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the arrangements proposed
for the despatch of Cabinet and Cabinet Committee
business during the Summer Recess.

Town and
Country
Planning
(Development
Rights) Bill.

2. The Cabinet had before them—
(i) a memorandum by the Minister of Town and Country
P l a n n i n g ( C P . (46) 296) seeking their views on certain
outstanding points connected with the Town and
Country Planning (Development Rights) Bill; and
(Previous
(ii)
a
memorandum
by the Lord President ( C P . (46) 311)
Reference:
reporting
the
views of the Ministerial Sub-Committee
CM. (45) 53rd
on
Compensation
and Betterment on these points.
Conclusions,
Minute 2.)
The Minister
of Town and Country Planning
explained
that, since the matter had last been considered by the Cabinet,
he had altered considerably his proposals for the compensation
of owners in respect of the restriction of their land to its
existing use and that he now proposed to pay only in respect
of out-of-pocket loss.
Two alternative schemes had been
considered by the Ministerial Sub-Committee, who had come to the
conclusion t h a t the discount basis of compensation for out-of-pocket
loss, details of which were set out in Appendix B to C P . (46) 296,
was preferable. The Sub-Committee had also agreed that the
limitation of compensation to out-of-pocket loss should apply to
developed land as well as to undeveloped land. Appendix C of
C P . (46) 296 set out two alternative methods of assisting local
authorities in connection with the purchase of land. The SubCommittee had preferred the scheme of grants outlined in P a r t I of
the Appendix to the scheme for central purchase outlined in P a r t I I .
The proposed Bill would make substantial amendments in the
machinery of planning, and this raised the question whether
planning functions should not be transferred from county district
councils and the City of London to county councils. So far as
concerned authorities outside London, the majority of the SubCommittee were in favour of a transfer of functions. W i t h regard
to the City of London, which presented a special problem, he was
satisfied, after discussion with the Leader of the London County
Council, that there would be no practical difficulties about a transfer
of powers from the Corporation of the City of London to the
London County Council. I t was proposed that the Bill should
include provisions for the control of outdoor advertisements. H e
would discuss with the Chancellor of the Exchequer certain out
standing financial points relating to the payment of betterment by
local authorities in respect of land acquired for statutory purposes
and the extent of Exchequer contributions towards compensation
payable for interference with existing buildings and uses which
contravened planning requirements.
[32426-7]
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The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he endorsed the
recommendations of the Ministerial Sub-Committee. W i t h regard
to compensation for the restriction of land to its existing use, the
general view of the Sub-Committee had been that some payment
would have to be made in respect of death duties paid on develop
ment values in cases where no compensation would be payable under
the formula approved by the Sub-Committee. He would discuss
this matter with the Minister of Town and Country Planning and
the Cabinet would have an opportunity of considering it when the
draft Bill was submitted to them. H e would also discuss with the
Minister the details of the scheme of grants to local authorities in
aid of the purchase of land.
Further discussion concentrated mainly on the proposal that the
planning functions of county district councils should be transferred
to county councils.
The Minister of Health said that he was opposed to the
proposed transfer of functions. There was no real evidence that the
county district councils were incapable of carrying out planning
functions adequately, and it would be a mistake to divorce these
functions from the functions in regard to housing, water supply
and sewerage which were still discharged by county district councils.
There might well be a case for proposing a general reorganisation of
local government, but to pursue a policy of removing one function
after another from district councils would merely demoralise these
authorities and expose the Government to severe criticism in
Parliament.
On the other hand, it was urged that the typical district council
had not the resources, particularly of staff, to discharge planning
functions adequately, and t h a t the device of grouping district
councils into joint committees did not provide a satisfactory solu
tion. I t was realised that there would be considerable opposition
in Parliament to the proposed transfer of powers, and it would
be desirable for the Minister to consider what arrangements might
be made to enable county district councils to have a say in the dis
charge of planning functions, and possibly even to enable planning
functions to be delegated to district councils in particular cases
where this could be justified.
The Cabinet—
(1) Agreed t h a t the basis of compensation for the restriction
of land to existing use should be on the lines set out
in Appendix B to O P . (46) 296, and should apply to
developed as well as undeveloped land.
(2) Agreed t h a t assistance to local authorities for the purchase
of land should be given by way of grants on the lines
suggested in P a r t I of Appendix C to O P . (46) 296.
(3) Approved the proposal to transfer planning functions from
county district councils to county councils and from
the Corporation of the City of London to the London
County Council, on the understanding that the Minister
of Town and Country P l a n n i n g would consider what
provisions might be inserted in the Bill for consultation
with district councils in connexion w i t h the discharge
of planning functions and possibly for the delegation of
functions to district councils in suitable cases.
(4) Agreed t h a t the Bill should include provisions for the con
trol of outdoor advertisements.
(5) Took note t h a t the Chancellor Of the Exchequer would
consider further with the Minister of Town and Country
P l a n n i n g and the Secretary of State for Scotland what
arrangements should be made with regard to—
(i) the payment of compensation in cases where death
duties had been paid on development values:
(ii) the payment of betterment by local authorities in
respect of land purchased for statutory purposes;
and

(iii) the extent of Exchequer contributions to the com
pensation payable for interference with existing
buildings and uses.
3. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the
Minister of Supply ( C P . (46) 300) about the proposal to establish
a Control Board to supervise the steel industry during the period
before public ownership.
The Minister of Supply said that he had hoped to be able to
announce the membership of the Board in the House of Commons
before the Recess, but that he had been hampered by the attitude
of the Iron and Steel Federation, who, though they were prepared
to co-operate with any Government agency charged with the con
trol of the industry, would not associate themselves with a Board
whose duties included giving guidance and advice on technical
matters arising in regard to nationalisation. As indicated in C P .
(46) 300, he had, after consultation with the Prime Minister, the
Lord President and the Chancellor of the Exchequer, given an.
invitation to Dr. Van. der Bijl to act as Chairman of the Board.
Dr. Van der Bijl had intimated that he would be reluctant, to
accept this post, and had suggested that he might be empowered
to discuss with leaders of the iron and steel industry certain pro
posals which might induce them to alter their present attitude.
Since C P . (46) 300 had been circulated, it had become clear that
these proposals would not be acceptable to the Government since
they would involve Government control without Government owner
ship. I n these circumstances he thought that the best course would
be to explore, through Dr. Van der Bijl or otherwise, the possibility
of an arrangement under which the Iron and Steel Federation would
facilitate the recruitment to the proposed Control Board of persons
w i t h experience of the iron and steel industry, on the understanding
t h a t the Boa.rd's functions would not include the giving of advice
on plans for public ownership, and that individual steel members
of the Board would not be called upon to give such advice. If a
scheme of this kind were adopted, the Government would be free
to obtain such technical assistance as they might require on the
question of the scope and nature of the plans for public ownership
outside the ambit of the proposed Control Board. His view was
that, provided the Government obtained voting control by acquiring
the equity, there would be much to be said for retaining the struc
t u r e and identity of a t least the leading companies in the industry;
and if arrangements were made on these lines there would be less
need for technical advice on questions of severance. The functions
of the Control Board under this plan would be to exercise the
powers now possessed by the Iron and Steel Control and to ensure
t h a t a suitable development programme was carried through.
The Lord President said that it was regrettable that the Iron
and Steel Federation should have been unwilling to co-operate. He
agreed with the solution proposed by the Minister of Supply. The
advantage of proceeding by way of acquiring the major interest in
the equity of the undertakings was that this would enable well
known firms to retain a measure of identity, while giving the
Government firm control. I t would also enable the pace a t which
the industry was brought under public ownership to be regulated
by the Government at will.
I n further discussion there was general support for the pro
posal made by the Minister of Supply. I t was pointed out, however,
t h a t it would probably be undesirable to spread over a period of
time the acquisition of a controlling interest in the various firms
since this would create a general feeling of uncertainty throughout
the industry.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Authorised the Minister of Supply to explore the possi
bilility of securing an arrangement under which the

co-operation of the Iron and Steel Federation in the
setting up of the Control Board would be obtained by
excluding from the functions of the Board the giving of
advice on plans for public ownership.
(2) Gave general approval to the proposal t h a t control of the
iron and steel industry should be secured through the
acquisition by the Government of a controlling interest
in the equity of the various companies, and agreed that
the Minister of Supply should work out a scheme on
these lines in consultation with the Lord President and
the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Demobillsa
tion.

4. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Parlia
mentary Under-Secretary of State for A i r ( C P . (46) 312) proposing
Releases from t h a t the man-power ceiling fixed for the Eoyal A i r Force at the
the Royal Air end of 1946 should be increased by 25,000 by retarding releases
Force in the
in the last quarter of the year.
last quarter
The Parliamentary
Under-Secretary of State for Air said that
of 1946.
the
need
for
a
higher
man-power
ceiling a t the end of 1946 arose
(Previous
partly
from
the
disappointing
results
of the scheme for the
Reference:
re-engagement
of
trained
men
and
partly
from the fact that the
C M . (46) 9th
loss of effective man-power involved in the large-scale reorganisa
Conclusions,
tion and regrouping of the Force was proving greater than had been
Minute 7.)
foreseen. Certain other contributory factors were set out in para
g r a p h 2 of the memorandum annexed to C P . (46) 312. The slowing
down of releases would undoubtedly cause great disappointment,
but it seemed to be unavoidable; and the retention of 25,000 trained
men would make a very great difference to the efficiency of the Royal
A i r Force. T h e situation would be t o some extent eased by the
fact that the proposed retardation would still leave releases from
the Royal A i r Force slightly in advance of releases from the Army.
^
The Chief of the Air Staff said that, whereas an efficient Air
Force required about 80 per cent, of skilled men, by the end of
the year the number of skilled men would on present plans be reduced
to 15 per cent. I t was vital to obtain a larger number of trained
men by re-engagement and to increase the regular entry, and the
Royal A i r Force were doing what they could to this end. The
recruiting campaign had, however, had little support in the Press
a n d so far the results had been anything but encouraging. Even
if the proposed increase in the man-power ceiling were approved,
the number of effective squadrons which it would be possible to
maintain was alarmingly small.
I n discussion, it was pointed out that, even on the basis of the
original ceilings proposed for the Forces a t the end of 1946 there
was bound to be a serious shortage of labour, particularly for the
production of consumer goods. The proposed increase in Royal Air
Force man-power would accentuate still further the difficulties
occasioned by this shortage and would also entail additional expendi
ture. I t was therefore most desirable that every effort should be
made to persuade more trained men to re-engage and to make the
most economical use of the available man-power in the Royal Air
Force.
The Prime Minister said that, while he agreed t h a t releases
from the Royal A i r Force in the last quarter of 1946 should be
retarded, he would like to examine more closely the question whether
the Royal Air Force man-power ceiling at the end of 1946 need be
raised by 25,000.^
I t was explained t h a t in the normal course a public announce
ment of the groups to be released in the last quarter of 1946 should
have been made before the end of July, and that it would be
essential to make such an announcement without further delay. At
the same time it was undesirable that too much prominence should
be given to the announcement and, in particular, it was important

that nothing should be said which would imply that the reason for
the slowing down of releases was the need to retain larger Forces
in occupied countries. I n these circumstances, the best course would
be to avoid making an announcement in the House of Commons,
and to publish without comment the information about tlhe groups
to be released in the last quarter.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Approved the retardation of Royal Air Force releases in
the last quarter of 1946 proposed in C P . (46) 312 and
agreed that as soon as Parliament had risen the
Minister of Labour should announce without comment
these releases and the corresponding releases from the
Army which had been approved by the Defence Com
mittee a t their meeting on the 19th J u l y (D.O. (46)
23rd Meeting, Minute 1).
(2) Took note that the P r i m e Minister would arrange for
further consideration to be given to the question
whether the man-power ceiling of the Royal A i r Force
at the end of 1946 should be increased by 25,000.

5. The Cabinet were informed t h a t the Saudi Arabian and
Trans Jordan Governments had accepted invitations to the proposed
conference on future policy in Palestine, but that replies had not
yet been received from the Syrian and Egyptian Governments.
The Prime Minister said that it was most important that the
conference should meet at the earliest possible date.
The Cabinet—
(1) Invited the Secretary of State for the Colonies and the
Minister of State to take all possible steps to expedite
the meeting of the proposed conference on future policy
in Palestine.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies recalled that at their
previous meeting the Cabinet had asked him, in consultation with
Sir J o h n Shaw, the H i g h Commissioner for Palestine, the Chiefs
of Staff and the Minister of Transport, to draw up for their
consideration a plan for the transhipment of illegal immigrants
in Palestine waters and their removal to Cyprus. After a full
discussion with Sir John Shaw, he had telegraphed to the H i g h
Commissioner, but he had not yet received the High Commissioners
reply and he was, therefore, unable to lay a plan before the Cabinet.
Meanwhile, another ship with 500 illegal immigrants had arrived
and a further ship containing some 2,000 immigrants was believed
to be approaching Palestine. H e had ascertained that Cyprus
would be able to accommodate up to 8,000 or 9,000 Jews in camps;
and the necessary legislative and other measures to make this
possible were now being taken.
The Prime Minister said that the Lord President had sent him
a report of the Cabinet's previous discussion of this matter. H e
was much impressed by the difficulties of the proposed operation
and feared that it would lead to incidents which would seriously
embarrass the Government.
The Minister of Transport agreed with the views expressed
by the P r i m e Minister. The operation would also involve a waste
of shipping.
The First Sea Lord said that it was impracticable to intercept
ships with illegal immigrants on the high seas and divert them to
Cyprus. Nor, looking to the condition of the ships and the
desperate state of mind of the immigrants, did he regard it as
feasible to divert immigrant ships from Palestinian territorial
waters to Cyprus. Thus the only alternatives seemed to be either

to bring the ships into harbour and then transfer the immigrants I
directly to other ships or to land them, place them in camps and I
subsequently re-embark them.
The Chief of the Imperial General Staff said that, of these two I
alternatives, the Army would much prefer the former, i; \
transhipment in harbour. The operation would undoubtedly be I
difficult and unpleasant and it would be well to know precisely!
what would be involved. If the Cabinet so desired, he would obtain I
a plan from the Commander-in-Chief, Middle East.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies recalled t h a t the High 1
Commissioner for Palestine was already preparing a plan and j
would no doubt be consulting the General Officer Commanding in I
Palestine. I t would be well to ensure that the Commander-in-1
C h i e f s proposals were formulated in the light of the results of 1
these discussions.
I t was also suggested that the Commander-in-Chief might 1
consider whether the difficulties of the operation could be reduced 1
by removing to Cyprus only the adult males, the women and 1
children being retained in camps in Palestine and set off against I
the immigration quota.
I n further discussion it was suggested that, since the Cabinet!
had last discussed the matter, a new factor had been introduced j
by the announcement of the Governments long-term policy for]
Palestine. Under the new proposals, once the constitutional plan!
had been accepted, it would become possible to allow 100,000 Jews
to enter the Jewish Province. Might not the Jewish Agency, who
were responsible for organising illegal immigration, now be anxious,
in their own interests, to stop this traffic, if it were made clear to
them that its continuance during the next few weeks might
endanger or postpone the legal admission of 100,000 Jews ? Would
it not be desirable to put this point to the Agency ? I t was true
that they h a d recently been wholly unco-operative, but it was
proposed that the plan for future policy should now be discussed
with them a s well as with the Arabs a n d they might well be willing
to alter their attitude in the light of the new situation.
e:

The Secretary of State for the Colonies said t h a t he would
take this matter up with representatives of the Jewish Agency,
though he had little hope of a favourable response from them.
The Minister of State said t h a t the Foreign Office were doing
what they could to prevent illegal immigrants from leaving]
European ports. H e hoped t h a t the Greek Government would take!
effective action and, though the French Government were doubtful!
about their legal powers, they had been persuaded to agree to doi
what they could to help. On the other hand, the Russian,]
Roumanian and Yugoslav Governments had not so far prove!
co-operative.
The Cabinet—
(2) Invited the Secretary of State for the Colonies to bring its
to the notice of the Jewish Agency t h a t the continuancf
of illegal immigration during the next few weeks coulc
not fail to affect adversely the chances that the plan foi
the immigration of 100,000 Jews to Palestine would bf
implemented in the near future, and to try to enlist thi
Agency's help in putting a stop to illegal immigration
(3) Invited the Chief of the Imperial General Staff to ask the
Commander-in-Chief, Middle East, to draw up a plai
for sending illegal immigrants to Cyprus.
(4) Invited the Secretary of State for the Colonies to complet
the arrangements for the reception of illegal im !
grants in Cyprus, and the Minister of Transport t(
arrange for the necessary shipping to be made availaMj
for their transfer to that country.
ffil

6. A t their meeting on the 15th J u l y the Cabinet had agreed
that an Indian Brigade should be moved to Basra-Shaiba in order
to deal with any trouble which might suddenly arise in the South
Persian oilfields.
The Cabinet now had before them—
(i) A memorandum by the Minister of State ( C P . (46) 314)
suggesting that the nature of the force which was to be
sent to Basra-Shaiba might give rise to an anti-British
agitation in Iraq ; and
(ii) A memorandum by the Secretary of State for India
( C P . (46) 313) stating that the effect on Indian opinion
of the despatch of troops from India to I r a q would be
less unfavourable if the purposes for which they were
being sent were frankly disclosed.
The Minister of State said that the plans made by the Services
seemed to go beyond what was originally contemplated. The Indian
Brigade group which was being moved to Basra-Shaiba would take
with it much heavy equipment, including a field artillery regiment
of sixteen guns. Moreover, on the naval side, twelve landing craft,
together with a number of other vessels, were being taken to Basra.
Under the Anglo-Iraqi Treaty of Alliance H i s Majesty's Govern
ment were not normally entitled to keep ground troops in I r a q and,
though we had hitherto succeeded in retaining a certain number
of troops for the purpose of guarding military stores, the arrival
of a fully equipped force would inevitably suggest to the Iraqis
that we intended to use their country as a base for an attack on
Persia and might even appear to them as p a r t of a plan to hold
down I r a q during the execution in Palestine of a policy to which
Arab States took objection. I n these circumstances there was a
risk of a popular outcry for the immediate withdrawal of our
troops, possibly coupled with a request for revision of the AngloIraqi Treaty.
The Chief of the Imperial General Staff said that if the force
sent to Basra-Shaiba was to be an effective one it must be so equipped
as to enable it to face any eventuality. Admittedly the most likely
form of trouble would be rioting rather than organised armed
resistance and, if the Cabinet thought fit, it would be possible to
omit from the force the field artillery regiment. He felt, however,
that it would be a wise precaution to include the artillery, since
even if nothing worse that rioting had to be dealt with, the firing
of a few shells might well be the means of saving a considerable
number of lives. The mere omission of the artillery would not
deceive the I r a q i s as to the purpose for which the troops were being
sent to Basra-Shaiba, and he saw no alternative to stating frankly
that we were taking this action in order to protect lives and property
in Persia.
The First Sea Lord said that the naval vessels referred to by
the Minister of State were needed to transport the force to Persia
in the event of trouble.
The Secretary of State for India said that it was necessary
that the troops which were being despatched from I n d i a n ports
on the 2nd August should be told where they were going, and that,
in his opinion, it would be futile to attempt to disguise the purpose
for which they were being sent. I t should be made clear in any
statement that this purpose included the protection of I n d i a n lives
and interests. He supported the view that the force should be
fully equipped.
The Prime Minister said that no purpose would be served by
attempting to conceal the object for which the Indian Brigade
group was being sent to Basra-Shaiba. He recalled that when the
Cabinet had taken the decision to send this force the Foreign Secre
tary had said that he would inform the Government of I r a q of what
was proposed. He understood that nothing had yet been said 10
the I r a q i Government and there was therefore no clear evidence
3-7]
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Avhat the attitude of t h a t Government would be to the proposal.
H e thought that a communication should be made to the Iraqi
Government before the force arrived at Basra-Shaiba, and he agreed
with the Secretary of State for India that the I n d i a n troops should
be frankly told why they were being sent to Iraq. Any public
statement should bring out clearly the fact that His Majesty's
Government were seeking to protect I n d i a n and Arab lives and
property as well as their own interests.
The Cabinet—
(1) Agreed t h a t the plans made by the Service authorities for
the despatch of an Indian Brigade group to BasraShaiba should be implemented without alteration.
(2) Agreed t h a t no attempt should be made to disguise the
purpose for which the Indian Brigade Group was being
sent to Basra-Shaiba, and that it should be made clear
that this purpose included the protection of Indian and
A r a b interests.
(3) Invited the Minister of State to arrange for a suitable
communication to be made to the I r a q i Government
before the arrival of the force.
The Cabinet then discussed the situation in the oilfields of
the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company.
The Tudeh P a r t y appeared to have over-reached themselves
and the latest information showed that the position was easier.
Nevertheless, if further trouble was to be avoided it seemed essential
that the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company should show a readier dis
position to promote a rise in the standard of living of their workers.
I t was true t h a t the provision of houses and the development of
welfare services had necessarily been slowed down by war condi
tions, but it seemed doubtful whether the Company were adopting
a sufficiently enlightened attitude towards the wages claims made
by their workers.
The Minister of Fuel and Power said that he had on the
previous day received a letter, written on behalf of the Foreign
Secretary, suggesting t h a t he should see the Chairman of the AngloI r a n i a n Oil Company and should also convene a meeting of the
chairmen of all the British oil companies with a view to impressing
on them the need for adopting an enlightened policy in the treat
ment of foreign labour employed by the companies. H e would make
arrangements to see the Chairman of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Com
pany on the following day and would also take up the question of
making a more general appeal. He felt, however, t h a t it would be
desirable to supplement this by issuing a statement, which should be
given publicity in Persia, to the effect that H i s Majesty's Govern 
ment were in favour of all possible steps being taken to raise the
s t a n d a r d of living of the workers.
The Cabinet—
(4) Took note t h a t the Minister of Fuel and Power, in con
sultation with the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the
Minister of State, would arrange to see the Chairman
of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company immediately with
a view to impressing on him t h a t the Company should
adopt an enlightened attitude towards any reasonable
claims made by their workers.
(5) Agreed that, after the meeting referred to in (4) had been
held, the Minister of State in consultation with the
other Ministers concerned should arrange for the issue
of a suitable statement, which should be given publicitj'
in Persia, as to the attitude of H i s Majesty's Govern
ment in this matter

7. The Cabinet discussed the latest developments in the
Anglo-Egyptian Treaty negotiations, as reported in telegrams
iNos. 33, 35, 39 and 40 from the Secretary of State for Air. These
Treaty
telegrams indicated that difficulties had arisen over three points—
Negotiations.
(Previous
(i) the timing of the programme of evacuation;
Reference:
(ii) the proposal in Article 2 of the draft Treaty that British
CM. (46)58th
Forces should have the right to re-enter Egypt if
Conclusions.)
hostilities broke out in neighbouring countries other
than those adjacent to E g y p t ; and
(iii) the claim that the Egyptian Crown had sovereignty over
the Sudan.
Though no reply had yet been received to the latest communication
addressed to the Egyptian Delegation, it was desirable that the
British Delegation should be given guidance as to the line which
they should take on the points at issue.
The Cabinet were informed that, so far as concerned the pro
gramme of evacuation, the Chiefs of Staff would see no objection to
a compromise on a period of three to five years, but that they
regarded a period of three years as the absolute minimum. With
regard to Article 2 of the draft Treaty, while the Chiefs of Staff
would prefer to see a provision in the Treaty guaranteeing that
British troops would be able to enter Egypt in the event of a
dangerous situation arising in countries such as I r a q or Syria, they
felt t h a t the primary consideration was t h a t we should secure a
Treaty with Egypt and they would therefore be prepared to agree
to the limitation proposed by the Egyptian Delegation rather than
face a complete breakdown in the negotiations. The Chiefs of
Staff thought it essential that a firm stand should be made on the
question of the Sudan.
The Prime Minister said that he doubted whether anything
material would be obtained by insisting on the acceptance of t h e
British version of Article 2 of the draft Treaty. Since Egypt was
vital to our position in the Middle East, we were bound to go to
her assistance in any case in which she was threatened; and it
would not help us to have a provision in the Treaty authorising the
entry of British troops into Egypt in certain circumstances if the
Egyptian Government were determined to evade their obligations
under t h a t provision. He agreed that a firm stand should be made
with regard to the Sudan.
It would, of course, be open to the
Egyptian Government to make a unilateral declaration on this
matter, but we should resist the inclusion in the protocol of any
words admitting the sovereignty of the Egyptian Crown over the
Sudan.
As regards the proposal that Sidky P a s h a should come to
London, while it might in the end be necessary to agree to this, he
would prefer that the negotiations should continue in Cairo.
jnglo-

Egyptian

The C a b i n e t Agreed that the British Delegation should negotiate for
a compromise on a period of not less than three years for
the completion of evacuation; should accept the Egyptian
draft of Article 2 of the Treaty, if it appeared impossible
to obtain the willing agreement of the Egyptian Delegation
to the British version; and should resist the inclusion in
the Sudan protocol of any provision implying recognition
of Egyptian sovereignty over the Sudan.
India.
Constitutional
Position.
(Previous
Reference:
CM. (46) 69th
Conclusions,
Minute 3.)

8. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Secre
tary of State for I n d i a ( C P . (46) 315) regarding the position
resulting from the withdrawal by the Muslim League of their
acceptance of the Cabinet Mission's statement and from a
subsequent interview between the Viceroy and P a n d i t Nehru. After
discussion at the I n d i a and Burma Committee and consultation
with the Prime Minister, a telegram (Annex I I to C P . (46) 315)
had been sent to the Viceroy stating that it was impossible to allow

Mr. J i n n a h ' s non-co-operation to hold up progress with the forma
tion of an Interim Government. The telegram had proposed that
the next step should be for the Viceroy to see Mr. J i n n a h and
endeavour to persuade him, even now, to allow members of the
Muslim League to enter the proposed Interim Government. The
Secretary of State for India now proposed t h a t a further telegram
(Annex I I I to C P . (46) 315) should be sent to the Viceroy I
indicating the policy which he should adopt if Mr. J i n n a h was
unwilling to co-operate in the formation of an Interim Government.
The Secretary of State for India reported that since C P . (46)
315 had been circulated a telegram had been received from the
Viceroy to the effect that he was sure it would not be advisable for
him to see Mr. J i n n a h immediately. The Viceroy wished to put
on Congress the responsibility for any attempt to satisfy the League.
I n discussion there was general agreement that, if the Muslim
League were unwilling to come in, it would be necessary to proceed
with the formation of an Interim Government with Congress only.
The Cabinet also took the view that the Viceroy should not fie
further pressed to see Mr. Jinnah. and that he should be left to
decide in the light of his local knowledge of the situation whether
the places in the Interim Government, to which it had been proposed
to appoint representatives of the Muslim League, should or should
not be filled by other Muslims.
The C a b i n e t Invited the Secretary of State for I n d i a to send a telegram
t o the Viceroy on the lines agreed in the discussion.
British

Nationality
Law.
(Previous
Reference:
C M . (45) 55th
Conclusions,
Minute 5.)

9. The Cabinet had before them a joint memorandum by the
Home Secretary and the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs
( C P . (46) 305) regarding possible changes in British nationality
law consequent on the passage of the Canadian Citizenship Act.
This Act introduced, so far as concerned Canada, a fundamental
change in the system of British nationality Law, since it proceeded
on the principle that the status of a British subject should be based
upon the possession of the local citizenship of a particular part
of the Commonwealth; and it was necesssary to consider what con
sequential changes should be made in the nationality laws of the
United Kingdom and the other members of the Commonwealth. To
this end it had been agreed to hold a meeting of experts from
Commonwealth countries in London in October or November, and
before t h a t meeting it would be necessary for the United Kingdom
Government to decide certain major questions of policy, namely : 
(i) whether the United Kingdom was to participate in the
new system;
(ii) w h a t form that participation should take;
(iii) in connection with the latter point, the manner in which
the United Kingdom, the Colonies, India, Burma, New
foundland and Southern Rhodesia were to be brought
within the new citizenship scheme; and
(iv) certain special difficulties arising in the case of Eire.
These questions involved intricate constitutional and legal problems
and the memorandum suggested the appointment of a committee
of Ministers to consider them and report to the Cabinet.
The Cabinet—
Agreed that the points set out in p a r a g r a p h 5 of C P . (46)
305 should be considered by a Committee consisting of the
following Ministers :-—
Lord Chancellor.
Home Secretary.
Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs.
Secretary of State for I n d i a and for Burma.
Secretary of State for the Colonies.
Minister of State.
Attorney-General.

10. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster ( C P . (46) 316) regarding
the export of coal from the British Zone in Germany.
The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster recalled that at the
meeting of the Overseas Eeconstruction Committee on the 21st June
(O.R.C (46) 9th Meeting, Minute 3), it had been generally agreed
by Ministers that the sound economic course was to retain a larger
quantity of coal in the British Zone, but it had not been thought
desirable to impose a complete suspension of exports while
discussions regarding the future of Germany were proceeding at the
Council of Foreign Ministers in P a r i s . Subsequently, however, the
Foreign Secretary had stated that, if the principle of treating
Germany as an economic unit was not accepted by the four Powers,
the British Zone would be organised in such a way as to eliminate
the burden which the British taxpayer had to bear; and it was
clear that one of the most effective steps to this end would be to
retain more of the coal produced in the British Zone.
The quadripartite Fuel Committee was now about to meet in
Berlin to consider the September coal allocations and it had been
suggested that the British representatives should propose that
exports in September should be reduced from 900,000 tons to 450,000
tons. The Fuel Committee was not normally able to reach agree
ment on allocations, but, if the Americans were prepared to support
this proposal, it should be possible for us to implement it despite
French and possibly Russian objections.
The disadvantage of the course proposed was that we should
be anticipating the report of the Committee of Experts appointed
on the instructions of the Council of Foreign Ministers to examine
methods of increasing coal production in all four Zones and to make
recommendations as to the principles on which production should
be allocated between domestic consumption and exports. Neverthe
less, since an increase in coal consumption within the British Zone
was an essential preliminary to economic improvement there, he
recommended to his colleagues t h a t the course proposed should be
adopted.
I n discussion Ministers recognised the force of the arguments
advanced by the Chancellor of the Duchy. On the other hand, they
felt that the political repercussions of taking action on the lines
proposed before the report of the Committee of Experts had been
received would be serious. Moreover, a drastic reduction in the
total coal exports from Germany would mean that less coal would go
to Finland and Sweden, with the result that timber exports to the
United Kingdom from these countries would diminish.
The C a b i n e t Agreed that, pending the receipt of the report of the
Committee of Experts, there should be no drastic cut in
coal exports from the British Zone and that these exports
should accordingly be maintained at approximately the
current level.

11. The Cabinet had before them :—
(i) a memorandum by the Foreign Secretary ( C P . (46) 302)
proposing the immediate relaxation of the restriction on
the admission of foreign tourists to the United Kingdom
and the negotiation of agreements with those foreign
countries to which British visitors were most numerous
for the mutual abolition of the requirement of a visa;
and
(ii) a memorandum by the Home Secretary ( C P . (46) 303)
agreeing in principle with the Foreign Secretary's
proposals, but pointing out certain difficulties which
would arise from their adoption.

The Minister of State emphasised that the Foreign Secretary
attached great importance to securing greater freedom of movement
for tourists. Among other advantages, the proposals would assist
in the rehabilitation of countries such as Italy, Austria and Greece.
They would also be in line with the objects of the conference on pass
ports and frontier formalities which was being organised under the
aegis of the Economic and Social Council.
I n discussion there was general agreement on the desirability of
reducing the formalities involved in international travel and
encouraging tourists to visit the United Kingdom. I t was pointed
out that plans were being made for expanding the tourist trade of
the United Kingdom in 1947 and that it was most important that
as many restrictions as possible should be removed before the 1947
season began. A t the same time it was felt that the removal
of restrictions would be premature at the present moment, when
there were still many displaced persons in Europe who would take
advantage of any relaxation to obtain entry to the United Kingdom
and when the need for controlling entry to the United Kingdom on
security grounds was still great.
The C a b i n e t Agreed that the initiation of the negotiations proposed by
the Foreign Secretary for the mutual abolition of the visa
system should be deferred for the present.
Cabinet Office, S.W. 1,
1st August, 1946.

